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Release Note for VigorPhone 350 
 

Firmware Version: 12202.26.1.11 
Release Date: April 24, 2013 

Applied Models: VigorPhone 350 
 

 

New Features  
 None  

Improvement 
 Fixed: Failed to re-establish a PPTP VPN connection into an IPPBX. It will cause 

VigorPhone 350 being unable to register to IPPBX. Therefore, a new option of VPN 
Redial is added under Advanced for establishing VPN. 

 Fixed: Can't remove the 001* for incoming CLI for calls from the SIP trunk which 
register with SIP Account of Gamma. 

 Fixed: After queue by the IPPBX, the user can't redial the call via missed call history. 
 Fixed: One way audio problem occurred in Remote extensions via VPN. 
 Fixed: When used Line3, it will fail to connect the conference call. If hang up the phone 

then VP350 will stop working and LCD keep lighting at this moment. 
 Fixed: If a transferring call comes from Grandstream GXP1450 to VigorPhone 350 but 

rejected by VigorPhone 350 rejected, the user will get no audio issue from both, then SIP 
account would re-register after hanged up phone for 5~10 seconds. 

 Fixed: VigorPhone 350 is unable to identify Subscription-State: 
terminated;reason=timeout when changing MKey function from BLF to Speed Dial. 

 Fixed: Noise appears when a call is on hold with Draytek Soft Phone. 
 Fixed: Can not call transfer (does not reply 407 from IPPBX). 
 Fixed: "Call pick" call is categorized to outgoing call. 
 Fixed: Mute indicator disappears on display. 
 Fixed: Call history error for the anonymous call. 
 Fixed: Registration Server configuration issue, when type over than 31 words, that will 

automatic add registration ID info on this field. 

Known Issue 
 Upgrading VigorPhone 350 to firmware version 12202.26.1.11 will cause device  

configuration reset to default. Please backup the System Configuration before upgrading 
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to 12202.26.1.11 and restore the file after the device successfully upgraded to  
12202.26.1.11. 

 The old configuration file (earlier than 12202.26.1.07) is not compatible with the new 
firmware.  

 

Notes 
 If the firmware of the device is 12202.26.1.07 or earlier, please follow the steps as below 

to upgrade the firmware,  
Step1: 12202.26.1.07H_1FULL.img  (via TFTP) (upgrade boot loader)  
Step2: 12202.26.1.11_FULL.img   (via TFTP) (upgrade firmware)  
 

 If the firmware of the device is 12202.26.1.07H, please upgrade from Web directly: 
Step1: 12202.26.1.11.img   (via Web) (upgrade firmware) 

 

Modifications 

 None 

Bug Lists 

 None 
 
 


